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SESSION INFORMATION 

A. ~~~~~T DATA ~ /JdU 3 I 9 ~ ~ 
Task/Target Number: q~ \\l.~ 

...::::"" 

session Number: ____ ~OL\~ ________________ _ 

B. PERSONNEL DATA: 0.1\ rV. 
Source Number: ______ ' __ '-__ I ______________ __ 

l10ni tor Number: _---.:()~7'__'.s~ ______________ __ 

C. SESSION DATA: 
Session Start Time:~\~~~~~Q ____________ _ 
Session stop Time: __ -4\~U~Q~~--------------
Method Used: ·~I..A)"h) 
Distractions/Hunches: ________________ __ 

D. EVALUATION DATA: 
Viewer Confidence (H/MjL) : ____________ _ 
Evaluator's' Estimate: ------------------

E. SESSION SUMMARY: 

A victory is predicted for Governor Clinton to be the next 
president of the United states. The results of the election will 
cover most of the news for the next few weeks. 

The country of Belieze will have a "coupe" and will be a 
problem area. The name "estelle" phonetically surfaced here. 
England will help the country of Belieze. 

There will be riots in Nepal. 
Sweden and Norway are two countries that are coming to the 

forefront. These countries will act as neutral zone between the 
Middle East and the West. 

England is trying to help their economy slump/recession. 
England will seek help from the united Nations in a skirmish in an 
African state. 

Israel will start air strikes against Lebanon soon. 
Insurgencies (worldwide) will come to a halt due to methods 

and trends to neutralize terrorism. 
There will be an event with a crowd of people outside that 

will come into the news. Cannot be determined if this is a 
disaster or not. The event will take place in the united states 
and is a circus-like activity. • " 

West Virginia surfaced as a scena~io for some type of crime to 
take place. The word "mums" phonetically surfaced. The crime may 
take place in southern West Virginia but the person will get caught 
towards the southern border area. 
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The Black Vault
The Black Vault is the largest online Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
document clearinghouse in the world.  The research efforts here are
responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages

released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com

This document is made available through the declassification efforts 
and research of John Greenewald, Jr., creator of: 

http://www.theblackvault.com
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TASKING SHEET 

SOURCE NO: 079 
===== 

DATE:= 22 Oct 92 
- -

SUSPENSE:=-28 Oct 92 

1500 hrs = 

/22 
1. PROJECT NUMBER: __ ~9~2_-~lHf~~T ________________________________ __ 

2. METHOD/TECHNIQUE: __ ~M~e~t~h~o~d~o~f~c~h~o~l~·c~e~. ______________________ __ 

3. BACKGROUND: Protocol regarding conduct of topical search is 
attached to this tasking sheet. 

4. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION: __________________________ _ 

----Conduct topical search in accordance with attached protocol. 

----Submit sketches in support of your findings. 

5. COMMENTS: __________________________________________________ __ 

----None. 
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TASKING SHEET 

SOURCE NO: __ =-====== 

DATE:....... 30 Oct 92 

SUSPENSE: 5 Nov 92 -
1500 hrs - -

1. PROJECT NUMBER: __ ~9~2_-~1~2~2_-~T ________________________________ __ 

2. METHOD/TECHNIQUE: __ ~M~e~t~h~o~d~o~f~c~h~o~1~·c~e~. ______________________ __ 

3. BACKGROUND: Protocol regarding conduct of topical search is 
attached to this tasking sheet. 

4. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION: __________________________ _ 

----Conduct topical search in accordance with attached protocol. 

----Submit sketches in support of your findings. 

5. COMMENTS: __________________________________________________ __ 

----None. 
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TOPICAL SEARCH - COMMENTS: 

The topical search consists of the conduct of a remote viewing 

session directed against targets whose outcome is in future time. 

It is predictive in nature and normally addresses targets of 

distinctive high interest and public notoriety. 

Request you conduct a topical search and provide available 

information, if any, for the period ending 2400 hrs, 27 Feb 92 

(Thursday). Targets may include but are not limited to acts of 

God, accidents/catastrophes, political/military events, events 

related to criminal justice, significant human accomplishments etc. 

- f 
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